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To:

EVVF Country Members

Ref:

Postponing of the 6th EVVF European Vovinam Championships 2020, the EVVF Election
Congress for the 4th term and the 2nd EVVF East European Vovinam Children and
Junior Cup 2020
Ho Chi Minh City, March 16th, 2020

Dear colleagues,

The European Vovinam Championships we organize every year, either for senior athletes or
junior and children, have always been moments of maximum enthusiasm, of friendly but
intense competition. We tried every time to do more, to organize ourselves better, to
perform at the higher levels.
Now, the situation in the world and in Europe is difficult as the coronavirus pandemic has
been declared. Our teams cannot be prepared to the best of their ability, the hosts have a
hard time organizing and the free movement of people is restricted.
Until the situation changes, taking into account the absolute priority for the health and safety
of our members, we have no choice but to postpone the following collective events.
After careful consultations, the EVVF Executive Committee decided:
• The 6th EVVF European Vovinam Championships from 3-5 July in Herstal, Belgium and
all other events scheduled at the same time, including the EVVF Election Congress,
will be postponed at a later date. The EVVF Executive Committee will continuously
evaluate the situation and decide on the best choice of date when the championships
can be held.
• The 2nd EVVF East European Vovinam Children and Junior Cup scheduled to take place
in Minsk, Belarus on 30 October - 1 November will be postponed to another date, by
possibilities.
Thank you for your understanding and support.
Best regards,
Florin Macovei
President

Member of the World Vovinam Federation (WVVF)

